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Abstract 

Pharmacological modulation of RNA splicing by small molecules is an emerging facet of drug disco v ery. In this context, the SMN2 splicing 
modifier SMN-C5 was used as a prototype to understand the mode of action of small molecule splicing modifiers and propose the concept of 
5 ′ -splice site bulge repair. In this study, we combined in vitro binding assa y s and str uct ure determination by NMR spectroscopy to identify the 
binding modes of four other small molecule splicing modifiers that switch the splicing of either the SMN2 or the HTT gene. Here, we determined 
the solution str uct ures of risdiplam, branaplam, SMN-CX and SMN-CY bound to the intermolecular RNA helix epitope containing an unpaired 
adenine within the G -2 A -1 G +1 U +2 motif of the 5 ′ -splice site. Despite notable differences in their scaffolds, risdiplam, SMN-CX, SMN-CY and 
branaplam contact the RNA epitope similarly to SMN-C5, suggesting that the 5 ′ -splice site bulge repair mechanism can be generalised. These 
findings not only deepen our understanding of the chemical diversity of splicing modifiers that target A -1 bulged 5 ′ -splice sites, but also identify 
common pharmacophores required for modulating 5 ′ -splice site selection with small molecules. 
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ntroduction 

lternative pre-mRNA splicing is a crucial step in gene ex-
ression that determines mRNA localization, translation, and
ecay, and thus plays a significant role in regulating gene ex-
ression. Abnormal alternative splicing patterns have been as-
ociated with various human diseases ( 1 ). 

A major limiting step in the assembly of the spliceosome
s the definition of the 5 

′ -splice site by the U1 small nuclear
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ribonucleoprotein (U1 snRNP), a seeding particle of the ma-
jor spliceosome ( 2 ,3 ). The ribonucleoprotein uses the 5 

′ -end
of the U1 snRNA to base pair with the 5 

′ -splice site and initi-
ates spliceosome assembly ( 4 ). The recognition process is in-
fluenced by three factors: (i) the sequence of the 5 

′ -splice site
and its complementarity with the 5 

′ -end of U1 snRNA ( 5 ,6 ),
(ii) the accessibility of the 5 

′ -splice site, which may be trapped
by inhibitory secondary structures ( 7 ), and (iii) the network of
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trans -acting splicing factors that can either enhance or inhibit
U1 snRNP recruitment ( 8 ). Non-canonical base pair registers
and bulged 5 

′ -splice sites are often associated with alternative
splicing patterns, and single nucleotide polymorphisms at the
5 

′ -splice site have been linked to diseases ( 9–11 ). As a result,
the definition of the 5 

′ -splice site by U1 snRNP is a key step
for splicing regulation and a major target for specific splic-
ing correction. In recent decades, synthetic tools that enable
the modulation of 5 

′ -splice site selection and the correction
of alternative splicing have emerged and have begun to of-
fer therapeutics for inherited diseases ( 12–16 ). There are cur-
rently two main classes of synthetic splicing switches: the an-
tisense oligonucleotides ( 17 ) and the small molecule splicing
modifiers ( 16 ,18–20 ). 

Antisense oligonucleotides modulate 5 

′ -splice site selection
indirectly, either by blocking key cis -regulatory RNA elements
or disrupting the formation of inhibitory secondary structures
( 17 ), while small molecule splicing modifiers act directly at the
interface between U1 snRNP and the 5 

′ -splice site to mod-
ify 5 

′ -splice site selection ( 19 ,21 ). There are two classes of
small molecule splicing modifiers that have been described:
the SMN2 and the HTT splicing modifiers, both of which
act on A -1 bulged 5 

′ -splice sites ( 16 ,18 ). The mode of action
of the SMN2 splicing modifier family was recently proposed
based on studies with the prototypical member, SMN-C5 ( 22 ).
Analysis of the sequences of the exons sensitive to SMN-C5
showed an enrichment for a G -2 A -1 G +1 U +2 motif at their exon-
intron junctions. The solution structure of SMN-C5 bound to
the RNA duplex formed by the U1 snRNA and the 5 

′ -splice
site (referred to as the RNA helix) revealed that the splicing
modifier binds the RNA helix in the major groove at the exon-
intron junction. Mechanistically, SMN-C5 acts as a molecular
glue at the interface between U1 snRNP and the A -1 bulged
5 

′ -splice site. The carbonyl group of the central aromatic ring
forms a direct hydrogen bond with the NH 2 group of the un-
paired adenine -1, explaining the specificity for 5 

′ -splice sites
containing a G -2 A -1 G +1 U +2 motif. By stabilising the unpaired
adenine in the RNA base stack, SMN-C5 stimulates and fa-
cilitates the binding of the U1 snRNP protein U1-C, a crucial
step for 5 

′ splice-site recognition as the precursor of spliceo-
some assembly. SMN-C5 is not only a molecular glue between
the 5 

′ -splice site of SMN2 exon 7 and the U1 snRNA, but
also an allosteric effector of 5 

′ -splice site definition on SMN2
exon 7. This mechanism of action, which has not been seen
before, has been referred to as 5 

′ -splice site bulge repair (or
in short bulge repair), as the repair of the A -1 bulge leads to
the strengthening of the 5 

′ -splice site (Figure 1 ). While SMN-
C5 specifically corrects SMN2 exon 7 splicing using the bulge
repair mechanism, it is unclear whether the molecule can rep-
resent the entire SMN2 splicing modifier family ( 23–25 ) due
to the chemical diversity of scaffolds. This includes the FDA-
approved risdiplam, the first orally available therapeutic for
spinal muscular atrophy patients ( 23 ). 

SMN2 splicing modifiers increase the inclusion of SMN2
exon 7, thereby restoring the expression of the functional
SMN protein from the SMN2 gene. In contrast, small
molecule splicing modifiers that target the toxic huntingtin
mRNA (mHTT) promote the inclusion of a premature ter-
mination codon (PTC) containing pseudo-exon that causes
mRNA decay ( 18 ). These HTT splicing modifiers may rep-
resent potential therapeutics for Huntington’s disease as they
lower the levels of the toxic mHTT mRNA. Even though
both classes of splicing modifiers identified so far promote
exon inclusion, they have different functional consequences: 
SMN2 splicing modifiers restore essential cellular function,
while HTT splicing modifiers help cells get rid of a toxic 
transcript (Figure 1 ). Like SMN2 splicing modifiers, HTT - 
lowering molecules also act on an A -1 bulged 5 

′ -splice site 
and are most effective when a purine-rich element is located in 

the exon ( 18 ). Given that HTT splicing modifiers have differ- 
ent chemical scaffolds than SMN-C5, understanding the struc- 
tural diversity of splicing modifiers acting at the interface with 

U1 snRNA and an A -1 bulged 5 

′ -splice site may also help to 

establish the rules governing their specificity for bulged splice 
sites, thereby enabling the rational design of small molecules 
that target other –1 bulged 5 

′ -splice sites. 
In order to understand how the SMN2 and HTT splicing 

modifiers SMN-CX, SMN-CY, risdiplam and branaplam bind 

to the A -1 bulge at the interface between U1 snRNP and the 
5 

′ -splice site, we used a combination of in vitro binding as- 
says and structure determination by NMR spectroscopy. Our 
atomic pictures of splicing modifier / RNA complexes showed 

that splicing modifiers representing three different chemotypes 
bind to the same epitope in the RNA helix, near the unpaired 

adenine in position -1 of the 5 

′ -splice site. Through this work,
we have gained valuable insights into the relationship between 

chemical scaffold diversity and the ability of splicing modifiers 
to target A -1 bulged 5 

′ -splice sites. 

Materials and methods 

Sample preparation 

The 5 

′ -splice site of SMN2 exon 7 (5 

′ -GGA -1 GUAAGUCU- 
3 

′ ) and the U1 snRNA 5 

′ -end (5 

′ -A UA C ��ACCUG-3 

′ ) were 
purchased (Horizon), deprotected according to manufacturer 
instructions and lyophilized. To remove impurities, the RNAs 
were precipitated by butanol extraction, resuspended in wa- 
ter and lyophilized. The RNA helix was prepared by mix- 
ing equimolar amounts of each strand dissolved in the NMR 

buffer (MES-d 13 5 mM pH 5.5, NaCl 50 mM). Risdiplam and 

branaplam were either provided by Skyhawk Therapeutics or 
purchased (MCE Inhibitors) while SMN-CX and SMN-CY 

were provided by Roche. Risdiplam, branaplam and SMN-CX 

were resuspended in DMSO-d 6 (Cambridge Isotopes) while 
SMN-CY was soluble at high concentration (5 mM) in the 
NMR buffer. Homonuclear bidimensional NMR experiments 
on Risdiplam, branaplam, SMN-CX and SMN-CY were col- 
lected with a 1 mM sample of small molecule in the NMR 

buffer containing 10% D 2 O. Using these data, we performed 

the proton assignment of the small molecules in their free 
state. To assign the carbon resonances of branaplam, we col- 
lected NMR experiments on a 10 mM sample prepared in 

100% DMSO-d 6 (1D 

13 C, 1D 

1 H, 2D 

1 H–13 C HSQC and 2D 

1 H–13 C HMBC). For the titration with risdiplam, branaplam 

and SMN-CX, samples containing 0.15 mM of the RNA 

helix were prepared in the NMR buffer supplemented with 

10% D 2 O and 2% DMSO-d 6 . These solutions of RNA he- 
lix were titrated with stock solutions (40 mM) of branaplam,
risdiplam and SMN-CX dissolved in DMSO-d 6 . For the titra- 
tion with SMN-CY, a sample containing 0.15 mM of inter- 
molecular RNA helix was prepared in the NMR buffer sup- 
plemented with 10% D 2 O and titrated with a stock solution 

(5 mM) of SMN-CY dissolved in the NMR buffer. In order 
to record the data for determination of the dissociation con- 
stants, branaplam and risdiplam were dissolved at 50 μM in 
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Figure 1. Small molecule splicing modifiers acting on A -1 bulged 5 ′ -splice sites: functions and mechanism of 5 ′ -splice site bulge repair. ( A ) Schematic 
representation of the splicing correction induced by HTT and SMN2 splicing modifiers. Both classes of splicing modifiers promote specific exon 
inclusion. SMN2 splicing modifiers induce SMN2 e x on 7 inclusion and allow the production of functional SMN protein from the SMN2 gene. HTT 
splicing modifiers induce the inclusion of a pseudo e x on (psi e x on) containing a premature stop codon (PTC) triggering the decay of the toxic mHTT 
mRNA. ( B ) Mode of action of the SMN2 splicing modifier SMN-C5. The hotspot for SMN2 splicing correction is the weak 5 ′ -splice site of exon 7 that is 
sequestered in an inhibitor y secondar y str uct ure (TLS2), flank ed b y a strong splicing repressor (ISS-N1) and has a non-optimal sequence with an adenine 
in position –1. SMN-C5 stimulates the binding of U1 snRNP on this weak 5 ′ -splice site by binding the RNA helix formed by U1 snRNP and the 5 ′ -splice 
site at the e x on-intron junction. SMN-C5 contacts specifically the unpaired adenine in position –1 and transforms the weak 5 ′ -splice site of SMN2 e x on 7 
into a stronger one through the mechanism of 5 ′ -splice site bulge repair. 
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the NMR buffer complemented with 10% D 2 O and a stock
solution of RNA duplex at 1 mM in the NMR buffer was used
to perform the titration. To collect the NMR data for structure
determination of the small molecule / RNA helix complexes,
samples contained 1 mM of the RNA helix and 1.5 molar
equivalent of small molecule in the NMR buffer in 100%
D 2 O. 

NMR spectroscopy 

The proton resonance assignment of each small molecule was
performed by combining 2D homonuclear experiments (2D
1 H–1 H TOCSY and 2D 

1 H–1 H NOESY) in 90% H 2 O / 10%
D 2 O at 293 K. Data were recorded on an AVIII 750 MHz
spectrometer or on an AVIII 400 MHz spectrometer (Bruker).
The proton and carbon resonance assignment of branaplam
was derived from the analysis of the 1D 

1 H, 1D 

13 C, 2D 

1 H–
1 H TOCSY, 2D 

1 H–1 H NOESY, 2D 

1 H–13 C HSQC and 2D
1 H–13 C HMBC experiments recorded in 100% DMSO us-
ing the AVIII 400 MHz spectrometer (Bruker) at 293 K. For
SMN-CY, we also recorded a 2D 

1 H–15 N HSQC and a 2D
1 H–19 F HOESY (mixing time 1000 ms) using a 5 mM sample
dissolved in the NMR buffer complemented with 10% D 2 O.
These experiments were recorded on an AVIII 400 MHz spec-
trometer (Bruker) at 293 K. Processing of the data was per-
formed using Topspin 4.1 (Bruker) and the analysis of the data
was done using CARA ( 26 ). To extract dissociation constants
between risdiplam, branaplam and the RNA helix, we mon-
itored the proton chemical shifts of the small molecule upon
stepwise addition of the RNA duplex. We recorded a 1D 

1 H
of the small molecule at the following small molecule:RNA
ratios : 1:0; 1:0.05; 1:0.1; 1:0.2; 1:0.3; 1:0.4; 1:0.5; 1:0.6;
1:0.8; 1:1; 1:1.4. These experiments were recorded at 293 K
using an AVII 700 MHz. To map the small molecule bind-
ing pocket on the RNA duplex, we monitored the chemi-
cal shifts of the imino protons and of the H6-H5 couples of
the pyrimidines (C and U) by recording 1D 

1 H and 2D 

1 H–
1 H-TOCSY experiments at 293 K upon stepwise addition of
the small molecule splicing modifiers. These experiments have
been recorded on an AVIII 600 MHz or on an AVIII 700 MHz
spectrometers. Data were collected for the following RNA
duplex : small molecule ratios: 1:0; 1:1; 1:2. In order to as-
sign the RNA and the small molecule resonances in the com-
plex to eventually identify intermolecular NOEs and NOE-
derived distances, we recorded the following experiments: 1D
1 H, 2D 

1 H–1 H TOCSY, 2D 

1 H–13 C aliphatic HSQC, 2D 

1 H–
13 C aromatic HSQC, 2D 

1 H–1 H NOESY. Several mixing times
were used for the 2D 

1 H–1 H NOESY depending on the small
molecule. For SMN-CY, we recorded 2D 

1 H–1 H NOESY with
120, 200 and 400 ms mixing times at 293K using an AVIII
900 MHz spectrometer (Bruker). For SMN-CX, risdiplam and
branaplam, the 2D 

1 H–1 H NOESY were recorded with mix-
ing times of 200 and 400 ms at 293K using an AVIII 900 MHz
or an AVIII 800 MHz spectrometers (Bruker). The resonance
assignments of the RNA duplex in complex with the different
small molecules was performed with CARA ( 27 ) by compari-
son to the RNA resonance assignment of the RNA duplex in
complex with SMN-C5 (BMRB code 34312). 

Structure calculations 

To determine the structures of the RNA duplex / small
molecule complexes, we first determined the structure of the
RNA within the complex. The RNA base pairing was de- 
termined based on the 2D 

1 H–1 H NOESY recorded in 90% 

H 2 O / 10% D 2 O. Angular restraints for the sugar pucker were 
derived from the analysis of the 2D 

1 H–1 H TOCSY. Then, we 
combined this information with the chemical shifts of exper- 
imental NOESY spectra recorded in 100% D 2 O with a mix- 
ing time of 200 ms (2D 

1 H–1 H NOESY) for automatic NOE 

assignment and structure calculation using CYANA3.98.15 

( 28 ). A set of intramolecular NOE-derived distances was ob- 
tained from the automatic analysis and the peak lists were 
manually refined to obtain a list of NOE-derived distance re- 
straints. For the identification of the intermolecular NOEs, we 
combined the assignment of the RNA and the small molecule 
in a single CARA file and performed the assignment manually.
Due to the excess of small molecule compared to the RNA du- 
plex, strong NMR signals of free state impaired the automatic 
analysis of the intermolecular NOEs. Therefore, intermolec- 
ular NOE correlations were identified, integrated and cali- 
brated manually. To calibrate the intermolecular NOEs, we 
classified the NOEs according to their strength and stronger 
NOEs were set to 4 Å while the upper limit of weaker NOEs 
set to 5.5 Å. In case the NOE-derived distance set to 5.5 Å
was violated, the upper limit was increased to 6Å. In order to 

include the small molecule in the CYANA calculation, a co- 
ordinate file together with a definition file for CYANA were 
generated using the Win!P software ( http://www.biochem- 
caflisch.uzh.ch/download ). After adding the CYANA ring clo- 
sure restraints for the RNA helix, initial structure calculations 
of the RNA duplex / SMN-CY complex were performed us- 
ing CYANA in the torsion-angle space. For each complex,
we computed between 200 and 500 models and selected the 
50 lowest target function models for refinement in Cartesian 

space using the sander module of the AmberTools23 pack- 
age ( 29 ). The AMBER parameters for risdiplam, branaplam,
SMN-CX and SMN-CY were generated using the Antecham- 
ber module of AmberTools23 package ( 29 ) and are available 
upon request. For the calculations of the complexes formed 

by the RNA helix and SMN-CX, risdiplam or branaplam, the 
sander protocol was performed in water and was composed 

of a minimisation followed by a simulated annealing protocol 
including a short run of molecular dynamics (30 ps). For the 
calculation of the complex formed the RNA helix and SMN- 
CY, the sander protocol was also performed in water and was 
composed of a minimisation followed by a simulated anneal- 
ing protocol including a longer run of molecular dynamics 
(500 ps). In this latter case, we used a longer molecular dy- 
namic step to explore the mobility of the ligand and the sta- 
bility of the proposed intramolecular connection between the 
fluorine and the amide proton of SMN-CY. Analysis of the 
calculation was performed using the sviol script of Amber- 
Tools23 and lowest energy models were selected. Structures 
were aligned and visualised using PyMol (Schrödinger). 

Binding affinity determination 

Binding affinities ( K D 

) were derived by plotting the chemical 
shift perturbations (CSP) observed on 1D 

1 H experiments of 
the titrations of risdiplam or branaplam by the RNA helix 

against the concentration of the RNA helix in μM. We ap- 
plied a cumulative curve fitting with a single K D 

value using 
curve_fit from the SciPy module and pandas for data handling 
in Python 3 ( 30 ,31 ). 

http://www.biochem-caflisch.uzh.ch/download
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Figure 2. Str uct ural basis f or risdiplam recognition of the RNA helix f ormed upon 5 ′ -splice site recognition. ( A ) Planar str uct ures of SMN-C5 and 
risdiplam. The differences between both SMN2 splicing modifiers are highlighted in red. ( B ) Schematic representation of the RNA helix. ( C ) Assigned 
o v erla y s of the 1D 

1 H (imino region, top) and 2D 

1 H–1 H TOCSY (H6–H5 region, bottom) spectra of the RNA helix recorded upon successive additions of 
risdiplam. The spectra are coloured according to the ratio RNA helix: risdiplam. ( D ) Plot of the pyrimidine (H5–H6) chemical shift perturbations (CSP) as a 
function of the positions on the 5 ′ -splice site. White bars correspond to position without values (-1, +3 and + 4). In position 7, the contributions of both 
p yrimidines ha v e been added. ( E ) Ov erla y of the 14 solution str uct ures of risdiplam bound to the RNA helix. ( F ) Atomic representation of the lo w est 
energy model of the NMR ensemble. ( G ) Closed up views of the intermolecular interface between risdiplam and the RNA helix epitope. Intermolecular 
h y drogen bonds are shown as dashed lines. 
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esults 

olecular basis for SMN2 splicing correction by 

isdiplam 

he first SMN2 small molecule splicing modifier that was eval-
ated clinically was RG7800 (an homologue of SMN-C5).
owever, an unexpected eye finding was observed in an an-

mal study evaluating the long term safety of RG7800 and
he associated clinical study was discontinued ( 20 ). Accord-
ngly, chemical modifications were performed on RG7800
o improve selectivity and reduce phototoxicity, metabolism,
nd basicity in the development of risdiplam ( 20 ). In com-
parison with SMN-C5, risdiplam differed in several ways: (i)
the fluorine group on the first aromatic cycle was replaced
with a methyl group; (ii) the methylated piperazine group was
dealkylated to prevent N-dealkylation in vivo and (iii) the
piperazine group was modified by adding a cyclopropyl group
at position 3 (Figure 2 A). The modifications made to RG7800
in the development of risdiplam had no effect on the mode of
action compared to SMN-C5, risdiplam showed optimal bi-
ological activity (IC 50 = 23 nM, Table 1 ) on SMN2 splicing
( 32 ). Here, we used nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spec-
troscopy to study the binding mode of risdiplam to the RNA
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Table 1. SMN2 splicing modifiers, biological activity and binding affinities 
for the RNA duplex 

a Determined in HEK293T cells transfected with pCI-SMN2 ( 22 ); 
b Unpublished results. 
c Determined in SMA type I fibroblasts ( 20 ). 
d Determined in SMA type I fibroblasts ( 24 ). 
e Determined by SMN ELISA ( 19 ). 
f Determined by 19 F NMR titrations ( 22 ). 
g Determined in this study using 1 H NMR titrations. 
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helix formed by the 5 

′ -splice site of SMN2 exon 7 and the 5 

′

end of U1 snRNA (Figure 2 B). When risdiplam was added to
the RNA helix sample, we observed line broadening of the G +1

imino proton resonance and characteristic chemical shift per-
turbations of the H5-H6 TOCSY correlation peaks of C 8 and
U +2 (Figure 2 C, D). In order to quantify the binding affinity
of risdiplam for the RNA helix, we monitored the chemical
shift perturbations (CSP) of risdiplam protons upon stepwise
addition of the RNA helix. By fitting the 1 H CSP as a function
of the RNA concentration, we determined a dissociation con-
stant of 12 ± 1 μM ( Supplementary Figure S1 and Table 1 ), in
agreement with the previously determined affinity of SMN-C5
for the same RNA ( 22 ). To get a more detailed understanding
of how risdiplam binds to the A -1 bulge of the RNA helix,
we attempted to determine the structure of risdiplam bound
to the RNA helix using solution state NMR spectroscopy.
The proton resonances of risdiplam were assigned using a
combination of two dimensional homonuclear experiments
( Supplementary Figure S2 and Supplementary Table S1 ) and
we identified 20 intermolecular nuclear Overhauser effects
(NOEs) that unambiguously defined the intermolecular inter-
face ( Supplementary Figure S3 ). However, a strong line broad-
ening effect was observed on the aromatic protons of the small
molecule which prevented the identification of intermolecular
connection between the aromatic core of risdiplam and the
RNA ( Supplementary Figure S4 and Supplementary Table S1 ).
The solution structure of risdiplam in complex with the RNA
helix is composed of 14 models that overlay with an all-atom
Root Mean Square Deviation (RMSD) of 0.54 ± 0.12 Å (Ta-
ble 2 ). In the structure (Figure 2 E–G), the central aromatic ring
inserts between C 8 and C 9 of the U1 snRNA and the carbonyl
group forms a direct hydrogen bond with the amino group
of the unpaired adenine at position –1. The positively charged
amine in the piperazine group forms a salt bridge with the neg-
atively charged oxygen in the phosphate group of C 9 and in
addition, we observed an hydrogen bond from the HN to C 9

phosphate oxygen that may explain the higher affinity of ris-
diplam over SMN-C5 (Figure 2 G and Table 1 ). Like SMN-C5,
risdiplam links the U1 snRNA and the 5 

′ -splice site of SMN2
exon 7 and serves as the minimal trans -splicing factor. Overall,
our data suggest that risdiplam acts through the mechanism
of 5 

′ -splice site bulge repair. 

SMN2 splicing correction can be achieved using a 

splicing modifier lacking the carbonyl group of the 

central aromatic ring 

The structures of SMN-C5 and risdiplam bound to the RNA
helix highlight the important role of the carbonyl group on
the central aromatic unit ( 22 ). The carbonyl group provides
specificity by forming a direct hydrogen bond with the pri-
mary amine of the unpaired adenine at position -1. Unlike
SMN-C5 and risdiplam, the SMN2 splicing modifier called
SMN-CX lacks this carbonyl group (Figure 3 A) and binds to
the RNA helix with a dissociation of 70 μM (Table 1 ,22 ). Like
SMN-C5 and risdiplam, and despite the absence of the car-
bonyl group on the central aromatic ring, SMN-CX showed
biological activity on the SMN2 system ( 25 ). This finding was
surprising and prompted us to verify whether SMN-CX binds
to the RNA helix in the same way as SMN-C5 or risdiplam.
Using NMR spectroscopy, we titrated the RNA helix with in-
creasing amounts of SMN-CX and monitored the RNA reso-
nances using 1D 

1 H and 2D 

1 H–1 H TOCSY experiments (Fig-
ure 3 B–D). Upon adding SMN-CX to the RNA helix sample,
we observed the characteristic line broadening of the imino 

proton of G +1 and changes in the chemical shifts of the sig- 
nals of C 8 and U +2 on the TOCSY spectrum. These data sug- 
gest that SMN-CX binds to the RNA in the major groove near 
the exon-intron junction, similar to SMN-C5 and risdiplam.
To get a more detailed view of the interaction between SMN- 
CX and the RNA helix, we assigned the proton resonances of 
SMN-CX ( Supplementary Table S1 ), identified 17 intermolec- 
ular NOEs between SMN-CX ( Supplementary Figure S4 and 

Supplementary Table S2 ) and solved the structure of SMN- 
CX bound to the RNA helix (Table 2 and Figure 3 E–G). Sim- 
ilarly than risdiplam, a strong line broadening of the SMN- 
CY aromatic resonances prevented the identification of inter- 
molecular connections between the aromatic core of the small 
molecule and the RNA ( Supplementary Figure S5 ). The struc- 
ture reveals that SMN-CX binds to the RNA helix in the ma- 
jor groove at the exon-intron junction (Figure 3 E). The posi- 
tive charge on the piperazine forms an electrostatic interaction 

with the phosphate group of C 9 , while the central aromatic 
ring inserts between C 8 and C 9 to position the nitrogen atom 

to accept a hydrogen from the amino group of the unpaired 

adenine (Figure 3 E). Overall, the solution structure of SMN- 
CX bound to the RNA helix demonstrates that the carbonyl 
group on the central aromatic unit of SMN-C5 and risdiplam 

is not essential to target an A -1 bulged 5 

′ -splice site and can 

be replaced by other hydrogen bond acceptors. 

https://academic.oup.com/nar/article-lookup/doi/10.1093/nar/gkae201#supplementary-data
https://academic.oup.com/nar/article-lookup/doi/10.1093/nar/gkae201#supplementary-data
https://academic.oup.com/nar/article-lookup/doi/10.1093/nar/gkae201#supplementary-data
https://academic.oup.com/nar/article-lookup/doi/10.1093/nar/gkae201#supplementary-data
https://academic.oup.com/nar/article-lookup/doi/10.1093/nar/gkae201#supplementary-data
https://academic.oup.com/nar/article-lookup/doi/10.1093/nar/gkae201#supplementary-data
https://academic.oup.com/nar/article-lookup/doi/10.1093/nar/gkae201#supplementary-data
https://academic.oup.com/nar/article-lookup/doi/10.1093/nar/gkae201#supplementary-data
https://academic.oup.com/nar/article-lookup/doi/10.1093/nar/gkae201#supplementary-data
https://academic.oup.com/nar/article-lookup/doi/10.1093/nar/gkae201#supplementary-data
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Table 2. NMR and refinement statistics 

RNA-risdiplam RNA-SMNCX RNA-SMN-CY RN A-br anaplam 

NMR distance and dihedral constraints 
Distance restraints 
Total NOE 348 347 341 352 
Intra-residue 255 254 246 259 
Inter-residue 93 93 95 93 
Sequential (| i – j | = 1) 87 87 89 87 
Nonsequential (| i – j | > 1) 6 6 6 6 
Intra-ligand 0 0 40 0 
Hydrogen bonds 18 18 18 18 
Ligand–nucleic acid intermolecular 20 22 17 18 
Total dihedral angle restraints 170 167 146 167 
Structure statistics 
Violations (mean and s.d.) 
Distance constraints (0.3 Å) 4.72 ± 0.87 0 0.20 ± 0.40 0 
Dihedral angle constraints ( > 5 ◦) 2.42 ± 1.22 10.60 ± 0.73 0 11.20 ± 1.12 
Max. dihedral angle violation ( ◦) 6.24 ± 0.77 11.44 ± 1.17 0.61 ± 0.26 10.96 ± 0.77 
Max. distance constraint violation (Å) 0.34 ± 0.03 0.23 ± 0.01 0.28 ± 0.03 0.22 ± 0.01 
Deviations from idealized geometry 
Bond lengths (Å) 0.0015 ± 0.0001 0.0014 ± 0.0001 0.0054 ± 0.0002 0.0014 ± 0.0001 
Bond angles (º) 1.75 ± 0.01 1.73 ± 0.01 2.33 ± 0.01 1.76 ± 0.01 
Average pairwise r.m.s. deviation (Å) 
Number of models 14 15 14 15 
All atoms 0.54 ± 0.12 2.19 ± 0.49 2.35 ± 0.22 0.96 ± 0.80 
All heavy atoms 0.35 ± 0.12 2.13 ± 0.44 2.30 ± 0.23 0.86 ± 0.81 
All atoms binding site* 0.60 ± 0.13 0.35 ± 0.05 1.61 ± 0.39 0.56 ± 0.07 
All heavy binding site* 0.38 ± 0.11 0.26 ± 0.07 1.59 ± 0.40 0.41 ± 0.04 
Data a v ailability 
PDB ID 8R62 8R8P 8CF2 8R63 
BMRB ID 34878 34885 34784 34879 
* Pairwise r.m.s. deviation was calculated among all the refined structures on the region including nucleotides 4–10 and nucleotides –2 to +6 from the U1 
snRNA and the 5 ′ -SS and the small molecule. 
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he size of the central aromatic unit can be reduced
f the planarity is preserved 

he clinical evaluation of RG7800 (a homolog of SMN-
5) revealed a long-term treatment safety issue. To address

his problem, two approaches were taken: (i) optimization
f RG7800, which led to the discovery and approval of ris-
iplam, and (ii) the search for other compounds with similar
ctivity. This effort resulted in the identification, through ra-
ional drug design, of a new family of compounds with a ben-
amide core and a novel chemotype that corrects the splicing
f SMN2 exon 7 in a dose-dependent manner with an IC 50 of
9 nM (Table 1 ,24 ). During the structure-activity relationship
tudy, a fluorine atom was added to the phenyl ring to create
MN-CY, which has a drastic effect on the biological activity
f the splicing modifier. Here, we assigned the 1 H resonances
f SMN-CY using a combination of homonuclear NMR
xperiments ( Supplementary Figure S6 and Supplementary 
able S1 ). The pyridyl analogue generates lone-pair repul-
ion between the pyridyl nitrogen and the carbonyl of the
mide, as well as a favourable electrostatic interaction with
he amide NH. In support of this, our NMR data showed
hat the amide proton of the molecule was strongly upfield
hifted (Figure 4 A). The presence of a weak interaction be-
ween the fluorine and the amide proton was validated exper-
mentally by measuring a 2D 

15 N–1 H HSQC and a 2D 

1 H–
9 F HOESY which confirmed the identity of the amide pro-
on and its proximity to the fluorine. This interaction almost
eads to a planar configuration of the carbonyl of the peptidyl-
ike bond and the benzamide. To understand how SMN-CY
orrects SMN2 splicing, we first determined whether SMN-
Y interacts with the RNA helix (Figure 4 B–D). Upon adding
SMN-CY to the RNA helix sample, we observed characteris-
tic chemical shift perturbations of the U +2 and C 8 resonances
and perturbations on the signal corresponding to the imino
proton of G +1 , suggesting that SMN-CY binds the same RNA
pocket as SMN-C5 (Figure 4 C). We also monitored changes
on the RNA spectra using 2D 

1 H–13 C HSQC experiments
( Supplementary Figure S6 ). However, the perturbed RNA sig-
nals did not exhibit strong line broadening effects, as when the
RNA helix was titrated with SMN-C5, risdiplam, or SMN-
CX. This may be due to the reduction in size of the central
aromatic ring and associated ring current effects. These data
indicate that the size of the central aromatic unit can be re-
duced while still binding the RNA helix with a dissociation
constant of 60 μM (Table 1 , 22 ) and achieving SMN2 splicing
correction ( 24 ). To gain structural insights into the interaction
between SMN-CY and the RNA helix, we solved the structure
of the RNA / small molecule complex in solution (Figure 4 D-
F). Using a mixing time of 200 ms, we identified 17 intermolec-
ular NOEs between SMN-CY and the RNA helix that defined
the intermolecular interface ( Supplementary Figure S6 ). Both
methyl groups of the molecule provided clear intermolecu-
lar NOEs that oriented the small molecule within the ma-
jor groove ( Supplementary Figure S7 ). On one side, Q28,
which is the pseudo-atom representing the three magneti-
cally equivalent methyl protons, was in close proximity to
A -1 and U +2 , while the ethyl moiety on the piperazine was
located closer to C 9 and U 10 . The solution structure of the
RNA helix bound to SMN-CY was determined using NOE-
derived distances, including 18 intermolecular distances (Ta-
ble 2 and Supplementary Table S2 ). The 14 NMR structures of
the NMR ensemble superimpose well on the SMN-CY bind-

https://academic.oup.com/nar/article-lookup/doi/10.1093/nar/gkae201#supplementary-data
https://academic.oup.com/nar/article-lookup/doi/10.1093/nar/gkae201#supplementary-data
https://academic.oup.com/nar/article-lookup/doi/10.1093/nar/gkae201#supplementary-data
https://academic.oup.com/nar/article-lookup/doi/10.1093/nar/gkae201#supplementary-data
https://academic.oup.com/nar/article-lookup/doi/10.1093/nar/gkae201#supplementary-data
https://academic.oup.com/nar/article-lookup/doi/10.1093/nar/gkae201#supplementary-data
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Figure 3. Str uct ural basis f or SMN-CX recognition of the RNA helix f ormed upon 5 ′ -splice site recognition. ( A ) Planar str uct ures of SMN-C5 and SMN-CX. 
The differences between the two splicing modifiers are highlighted in red. ( B ) Schematic representation of the RNA helix. ( C ) Ov erla y of the 1D 

1 H (imino 
region) and 2D 

1 H–1 H TOCSY (H6–H5 region) spectra of the RNA recorded upon successive addition of SMN-CX. The spectra are coloured according the 
ratio RNA helix : SMN-CX. ( D ) Plot of the pyrimidine (H5-H6) chemical shift perturbations (CSP) as a function of the positions on the 5 ′ -splice site. White 
bars correspond to position without values (–1, +3 and + 4). In position 7, the contributions of both pyrimidine have been added. ( E ) Overlay of the 15 
solution str uct ures of SMN-CX bound to the RNA helix. ( F ) Atomic representation of the lo w est energy model of the NMR ensemble. ( G ) Closed up 
views of the intermolecular interface between SMN-CX and the RNA helix epitope. Intermolecular hydrogen bonds are shown as dashed lines. 
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ing site with an average pairwise root mean square deviation
of 1.61 ± 0.39 Å. The solution structure reveals that SMN-
CY orients its piperazine positive partial charge near the phos-
phate group of C 9 and inserts its benzamide between C 8 and
C 9 aromatic rings. By interacting with the amide proton, the
fluorine atom maintains planarity and fixes the orientation of
the carbonyl group of the peptidyl bond placing it in an opti-
mal position to form a direct hydrogen bond with the amino
group of the unpaired A -1 . While SMN-CY represents a differ-
ent chemotype than SMN-C5, their modes of action are very
similar, and many common features were observed between 

both intermolecular interfaces, suggesting that these may be 
crucial for targeting the A -1 bulged 5 

′ -splice site epitope. 

Molecular basis for HTT splicing modifiers 

Structural analysis of SMN-C / RNA complexes reveals that 
two different chemotypes can target a similar RNA epitope 
at the A -1 5 

′ -splice site. To increase our understanding of A -1 

5 

′ -splice site targeting molecules, we decided to investigate a 
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Figure 4. Str uct ural basis f or SMN-CY recognition of the RNA helix f ormed upon 5 ′ -splice site recognition. ( A ) Planar str uct ures of SMN-CY and 1D 1H 

NMR spectra of SMN-CY recorded in 10% D 2 O. The signal that was assigned to the amide proton is shown by an arrow. On the right are depicted a 2D 

1 H–15 N HSQC showing the correlation between the amide proton and its covalently at tac hed nitrogen and a 2D 

1 H–19 F HOESY showing the proximity 
between the fluorine and the amide proton. ( B ) Overlay of the 1D 

1 H (imino region) and 2D 

1 H–1 H TOCSY (H6–H5 region) spectra of the RNA recorded 
upon successive addition of SMN-CY. The spectra are coloured according to the ratio RNA helix : SMN-CY. ( C ) Plot of the pyrimidine (H5–H6) chemical 
shift perturbations (CSP) as a function of the positions on the 5 ′ -splice site. White bars correspond to position without values (–1, +3 and + 4). In position 
7, the contributions of both pyrimidine has been added. ( D ) Overlay of 14 solution str uct ures of SMN-CY bound to the RNA helix. ( E ) Atomic 
representation of the lo w est energy model of the NMR ensemble. ( F ) Closed up views of the intermolecular interface between SMN-CX and the RNA 

helix epitope. Intermolecular h y drogen bonds are shown as dashed lines. 
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ompound from a third chemotype, branaplam (also called
TT-C2). Originally developed as a SMN2 splicing modi-

er ( 19 ), clinical evaluation of branaplam was halted and it
as recently repurposed as an efficient HTT splicing modi-
er ( 18 ,33 ). This compound promotes the inclusion of a PTC-
ontaining pseudo exon in the toxic mRNA mHTT and is be-
ng investigated as a potential therapeutic solution for Hunt-
ngton disease. Like the SMN-C compounds, branaplam tar-
ets an A -1 bulged 5 

′ -splice site and requires the presence of
 purine-rich motif in the exon to achieve optimal biological
ctivity ( 18 ). Branaplam is based on a different chemical scaf-
old than the SMN-C compounds, consisting of a pyridazine
ubstituted with a tetramethylated piperidin cycle on one
ide and a cyclohexa-2,4-dien-1-one attached to a piridinol.
From a theoretical perspective, the small molecule exists in a
tautomeric equilibrium between two forms ( Supplementary 
Figure S8 ). In tautomer 1, a hydroxyl group is present on
the cyclohexane moiety and the pyridazine cycle is non-
protonated. In tautomer 2, a carbonyl group is present on
the cyclohexane and the pyridazine cycle is protonated. The
proton is shared between both aromatic cycles, making them
coplanar and similar to the central ring of chemotype 1 (SMN-
C5, risdiplam, and SMN-CX). To better understand the tau-
tomeric equilibrium, we conducted NMR spectroscopy exper-
iments in deuterated DMSO to observe exchangeable protons
and carbons ( Supplementary Figure S8 ). We assigned the res-
onances of the small molecules ( Supplementary Figure S8 and
Supplementary Table S3 ) and used a 2D 

1 H–13 C HMBC to ob-

https://academic.oup.com/nar/article-lookup/doi/10.1093/nar/gkae201#supplementary-data
https://academic.oup.com/nar/article-lookup/doi/10.1093/nar/gkae201#supplementary-data
https://academic.oup.com/nar/article-lookup/doi/10.1093/nar/gkae201#supplementary-data
https://academic.oup.com/nar/article-lookup/doi/10.1093/nar/gkae201#supplementary-data
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serve scalar coupling-mediated correlation between the pro-
tons of the cyclohexane ring and the carbon holding the hy-
droxyl group (tautomer 1) or the carbonyl group (tautomer
2). On the HMBC spectrum, we observed a correlation be-
tween the protons of the cyclohexane ring and a quaternary
carbon at 158.4 ppm, corresponding to the carbon holding
the hydroxyl group ( Supplementary Figure S8 ). We did not
observe a correlation between the protons of the cyclohexane
and a potential 13 C signal around 200 ppm that could corre-
spond to the carbonyl group. In deuterated DMSO, we only
observed tautomer 1, indicating that the equilibrium is skewed
towards tautomer 1 in these conditions. Unfortunately, simi-
lar experiments cannot be performed in aqueous solution or
in the presence of RNA because we had no access to iso-
topically labelled small molecules. Therefore, we investigated
how branaplam interacts with the RNA helix. To monitor the
binding of branaplam on the RNA helix, we recorded 1D
1 H and 2D 

1 H–1 H TOCSY spectra of the RNA helix upon
the addition of branaplam (Figure 5 A, B). We observed typ-
ical chemical shift perturbations of C 8 , U +2 , and the broad-
ening of the G +1 imino proton, suggesting that branaplam
targets the same RNA epitope as the SMN-C splicing mod-
ifiers (Figure 5 C, D). The analysis of the CSP of the small
molecule upon adding the RNA helix allowed us to determine
a dissociation constant of 18 ± 1 μM (Table 1 ). As previ-
ously demonstrated in the context of HTT splicing correction,
branaplam requires an adenine in position -1 to achieve op-
timal biological activity ( 18 ,32 ). To gain structural insights
into the branaplam / RNA interaction, we solved the solu-
tion structure of branaplam bound to the RNA helix using
18 intermolecular NOEs ( Supplementary Figures S9 - S10 and
Supplementary Table S2 ). The 15 structures of the NMR en-
semble overlay with an all-atom RMSD of 0.96 ± 0.80 Å (Ta-
ble 2 ). The solution structure of branaplam bound to the RNA
helix showed that the tetramethylpiperidine interacts with the
phosphate group of C 9 of the U1 snRNA through a salt bridge
and an hydrogen bond. At the other extremity, the 1,2-diazol
moiety contacts the phosphodiester backbone of the 5 

′ -splice
site also via an hydrogen bond (Figure 5 E–G). These two ad-
ditional hydrogen bonds might explain the higher affinity of
branaplam for the RNA over SMN-C5 (Table 1 ). As observed
for other A -1 splicing modifiers, the central aromatic ring is
inserted between C 8 and C 9 . By sharing its exchangeable pro-
ton with the adjacent nitrogen of the pyridazine, planarity is
maintained allowing its oxygen atom to form a direct hydro-
gen bond with the amine group of the unpaired adenine. A
similar model can be obtained when the calculation is per-
formed with tautomer 2. Altogether, the structure explains
how branaplam can correct the splicing of target exons us-
ing the 5 

′ -splice site bulge repair mechanism. In conclusion,
branaplam is a third chemotype that can correct the splicing
of A -1 bulged 5 

′ -splice sites by targeting the same RNA epitope
as chemotypes 1 and 2. 

Discussion 

Single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) at 5 

′ -splice sites are
implicated in many human diseases ( 9 ,11 ) and documented in
the DBASS database ( 34 ). These diseases frequently arise from
mutations at specific nucleotide positions, notably the invari-
ant G + 1 and at -1, +2, and + 5 positions. Our study focused
on chemically diverse splicing modifiers that target A -1 bulged
5 

′ -splice sites, representing a promising class of RNA thera-
peutics for precise splicing correction ( 2 ). The SMN2 splic- 
ing modifier, SMN-C5, served as a foundational model in this 
family, elucidating the ‘5 

′ -splice site bulge repair’ mechanism 

( 22 ). However, we noted that various small molecule splicing 
modifiers with distinct chemical structures can induce simi- 
lar biological effects ( 24 , 19 , 20 ). In this context, we solved the 
solution structures of four small molecules representing three 
different chemical classes (chemotypes) bound at the interface 
between the U1 snRNA and an A -1 bulged 5 

′ -splice site. 
The structures reveal that these molecules bind to the same 

RNA epitope, particularly near the unpaired adenosine at po- 
sition –1. The atomic-level insights derived from the structures 
uncovered several shared features across the small molecules.
They span the major groove of the RNA helix and comprise 
three distinct units: one interfacing with the U1 snRNA (Unit 
R 3 ), a central aromatic unit (Unit R 2 ), and one interacting with 

the 5 

′ -splice site (Unit R 1 , Figure 6 ). Unit R 3 includes a piper- 
azine or piperidine group, positively charged at physiological 
pH, forming a salt bridge with the phosphate backbone of 
U1 snRNA. Modifying this charge drastically affects biologi- 
cal activity ( 21 ). The importance of this unit is highlighted in 

the development of therapeutics like risdiplam, where a cyclo- 
propyl substitution was used to modulate the basicity of the 
piperazine R 3 unit ( 20 ). These moieties do not confer speci- 
ficity but affinity may be enhanced as we observed an hy- 
drogen bond to the phosphate backbone of U1 snRNA for 
both risdiplam and branaplam. Unit R 2 , the central molecule 
component, specifically targets the unpaired adenine. It fits 
between the C8 and C9 C-H edges, a hydrophobic patch on 

the RNA epitope, and this explains why unit R 2 must be aro- 
matic and planar. Unit R 2 contains a hydrogen bond acceptor,
often a carbonyl group, that interacts with the adenine A -1 .
Our models suggest the position of this group is crucial, as 
shown for various molecules like SMN-C5, risdiplam, SMN- 
CY, and branaplam. Interestingly, in SMN-CY and branaplam,
weak interactions play a pivotal role in orienting the carbonyl 
group for optimal adenine interaction, a factor critical for bi- 
ological activity. In SMN-CY, the carbonyl group is part of 
an amide bond linked to a fluoro-benzene ring. This struc- 
ture is stabilised by a hydrogen bond between the fluorine on 

the benzene and the hydrogen of the amide, thus aligning the 
amide with the benzene ring. This alignment is crucial for po- 
sitioning the carbonyl group to form a hydrogen bond with 

unpaired adenine. In branaplam, the small molecule under- 
goes tautomeric exchange. Here, the cyclohexa-2,4-dienol’s 
hydroxyl group forms a hydrogen bond with a pyridazine 
nitrogen atom. In both cases, the result is a planarity of the 
central unit, securing the oxygen atom in a position enabling 
interaction with the unpaired adenine. Finally, unit R 1 is of- 
ten an aromatic ring with nitrogen atoms, but its role remains 
unclear. In our structures, unit R 1 is close to the AGU mo- 
tif and may provide additional stacking, polar interactions or 
water mediated contacts that are extremely difficult to observe 
using solution state NMR spectroscopy . Interestingly , in the 
structure with branaplam, the 1,2-diazol moiety (unit R 1 ) is 
hydrogen bonded to the phosphodiester backbone of the 5 

′ - 
splice site. This suggests that adding positively charged arms 
on unit R 3 or R 1 to contact the phosphate backbone by hydro- 
gen bond appear possible to increase the affinity of the splicing 
modifier for the RNA helix and therefore its potency. 

Overall, our study underscores the diversity and potential 
of splicing modifiers acting on A -1 bulged 5 

′ -splice sites for ra- 
tional drug design (Figure 6 ). Although our study tested a lim- 

https://academic.oup.com/nar/article-lookup/doi/10.1093/nar/gkae201#supplementary-data
https://academic.oup.com/nar/article-lookup/doi/10.1093/nar/gkae201#supplementary-data
https://academic.oup.com/nar/article-lookup/doi/10.1093/nar/gkae201#supplementary-data
https://academic.oup.com/nar/article-lookup/doi/10.1093/nar/gkae201#supplementary-data
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Figure 5. Str uct ural basis f or branaplam recognition of the RNA helix f ormed upon 5 ′ -splice site recognition. ( A ) Planar str uct ures of branaplam (or 
HTT-C2). ( B ) Schematic representation of the RNA helix. ( C ) Ov erla y of the 1D 

1 H (imino region) and 2D 

1 H–1 H TOCSY (H6-H5 region) spectra of the RNA 

recorded upon successive addition of branaplam. The spectra are coloured according the ratio RNA helix : branaplam. ( D ) Plot of the pyrimidine (H5–H6) 
c hemical shif t perturbations (CSP) as a function of the positions on the 5 ′ -splice site. White bars correspond to position without values (–1, +3 and + 4). 
In position 7, the contributions of both pyrimidines have been added. ( E ) Overlay of the 15 solution str uct ures of branaplam bound to the RNA helix. ( F ) 
Atomic representation of the lo w est energy model of the NMR ensemble. ( G ) Closed up views of the intermolecular interface between branaplam and 
the RNA helix epitope. Intermolecular h y drogen bonds are shown as dashed lines. 
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ted number of molecules, we carefully chose representatives
rom each relevant chemotype. By determining the experimen-
al solution structures of the RNA helix when bound to each
f these representative molecules, we successfully identified a
nique binding mode applicable to all compounds tested. By
lucidating their binding modes to the RNA helix, we offer
aluable insights for designing new splicing modifiers. Despite
hese advancements, the high selectivity of SMN2 or HTT
plicing modifiers, which affect only a few exons out of the
00 000 A -1 bulged 5 

′ -splice sites in the genome ( 19 ), remains
nexplained. These modifiers require both an A -1 bulged site
nd a purine-rich element within the exon ( 21 ,19 ). While the
ole of A -1 site role can be understood through the 5 

′ -splice
ite bulge repair mechanism, the function of the purine-rich
element which is well known to recruit trans -splicing factors
is less clear ( 22 ). It acts as a splicing enhancer and could po-
tentially stabilise the interaction between the RNA helix and
the small molecules, adding a layer of specificity toward these
genes. Future design efforts should consider these factors for
modifying base specificity at position -1 in small molecule
splicing modifiers. 

Data availability 

NMR chemical shifts and atomic coordinates for the four re-
ported solution structures (RNA bound to risdiplam, SMN-
CX, SMN-CY and branaplam) have been deposited with the
BioMagResBank (BMRB) under the accession code 34878,
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Figure 6. Chemical diversity of splicing modifiers acting on A -1 bulged 5 ′ -splice sites. ( A ) Model of U1 snRNP bound to an A -1 bulged 5 ′ -splice site in 
presence of SMN-C5. The exon position was extrapolated in order to depict the AG-rich motif and the splicing factors that are recruited. ( B ) Atomic 
details of the interface between the RNA helix epitope and SMN-C5. The splicing modifier has been split in three functional parts: R 1 , R 2 and R 3 . ( C ) 
Functional analysis of the composition and role of the five splicing modifiers acting on A -1 bulged 5 ′ -splice sites. 
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